
1. Interface for creating charts and information analysis. 
Drag and drop icons on the chart area manually and defi ne rela-
tions between them. Itís reasonable when you need to sketch an 
idea and/or the amount of information you have is not too big.

2. Database. 
Find and explore data from VizKey™ database(s). With VizKey™ 
you will never have the problem of where to keep collected data 
and how to combine it with recently received information. Viz-
Key™ database can be located on server or personal PC, be part 
of Oracle, MS SQL or My SQL database and it has no limits.

3. Interface for data import. 
Import large volumes of information from structured fi les. It 
makes the life much easier - instead of spending the time and de-
fi ning every object manually, you can transform a huge volume of 
information in graphical format within few minutes. Tra nsfer in-
formation from multiple fi les into VizKey™, detect similar objects, 
merge them into one and you will see more clearly all implicit 
relations and activities.

4. Interface for making queries from external databases. 
Receive information on the VizKey™ chart area from external 
database(s). It doesnít matter how information looks like in exter-
nal database. On VizKey™ chart you will see the picture composed 
by graphic elements. ìDrawî the complex query by using objects 
and relations, defi ne conditions to searchable elements, check 
the result and show it on the chart.

How to discover corruption, reveal group of terrorists or drug couriers,  fi nd the links between companies and 
criminals or suspicious connections out of thousands of phone calls or bank transactions, stop and prevent child 
abuse? Mostly - by analyzing and working with information gathered from diff erent sources.  The result of task-
oriented data collection is: several merged and combined fragments of information to see the whole picture, 
understand a situation and plan further actions.

Sure, nothing could replace a human and his ability to combine and synthesize collected data. None of the 
computer programs or systems will give 100% reliable solution, but they can greatly simplify and facilitate 
the work of specialists. VizKey™   is one of those solutions.

VizKey™ - the software environment for analysts and investigators to collect, represent, explore and provide 
information in an understandable form for the recipient.  VizKey™ depicts large amounts of information in 
a graphic form and represents data by objects and their relationships. Together with the functionality of data 
analyses, it helps to understand what happens, fi nd and identify key fi gures and events.

The most outstanding distinctness of VizKey™ is that the software consists of several inseparable modules:

To work with VizKey™, the user does not need any special knowledge in IT. The working environment is simple and 
understandable; an ordinary user can make all necessary activities without having any IT assistance.

There are 2 ways of using VizKey™ software:
 Multi-user system with a database on a server.
 A program for a single user or department.

Relying on the adage “A picture is worth a thousand words”, VizKey™ off ers the possibility to depict every piece 
of information by a graphical element: icon (objectís picture) or link (relation) between objects. Together with 
complicated search and analysis functions, this simplifi es the understanding of complex data, makes easier 
determination of objectsí hidden relations, activities, and their signifi cance in current situation.



AREAS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Users Areas, fi ghting against

Police forces (including prosecutorsí offi  ces) Drugs traffi  cking

National Police forces Human traffi  cking

National Defense forces Terrorism

Intelligence Thefts

Anti-Corruption Departments Smuggling

Financial Monitoring Services Internet and Social Networks related crime

Border Guard Espionage

Customs Financial fraud

Tax Departments Corruption 

Banks Public funds (health insurance, ...) related fraud

Telecoms General criminality and other fi elds of crime

Prisons

Internal security departments of institutions

Insurance companies         

TECHNICAL PLATFORM

Operating systems - all systems supporting Java, including Windows, Linux, Unix, MacOS.

Databases - Vizkey™ supports most popular database management systems - 
Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL server.

FUNCTIONALITY 

Layouts - 8 layout types;
Find Path between 2 objects;
Common neighbor of 2 selected objects;
Merge similar objects;
Find chart objects - simple and complicated visual search on chart and from database(s);
Network analysis or Social Network analysis - fi nd the most important object;
Clusters - objects that are more connected to each other group.

We described only some VizKey™’s capabilities; there are many other functions that make 
information representation and investigation more comprehensive and convenient. 
In case you are interested in VizKey™’s more detailed description, donít hesitate to contact us.

CONTACTS
www.vizkeyweb.com

info@realsystems.eu
+372 641 0604


